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Eerie-sistible Scrapbooking Workshop Kit 

Materials Needed: 
• CC102310 Eerie-sistible Scrapbooking 
Workshop Kit

Additional Items Needed: 
• Z6521 Sundance Ink Pad
• Z6537 Periwinkle Ink Pad
• Z4189 Intense Black Ink Pad
• Z2493 Lavender Tri-Blend Marker
• Y1009 2 x 3 ½” Acrylic Block
• Y1010 2 x 6 ½” Acrylic Block
• Y1003 2”x2” Acrylic Block
• Z2089 Glue Dots Micro Dots
• Z2060 Thin 3-D Foam tape

Assembly Tips: 
• Stamp and thin cut ALL images on the
white CS and then stamp with Intense Black
Ink.

• Trick OR Treat Image – Colored with the
Lavender Tri-Blend Marker

Layout Bases: 
• L1 = 1 Dots BTP
• L2 = 2 White CS
• L3 = 1 Sapphire CS + 1 Lemonade CS
• L4 = 2 Periwinkle CS *

Key: 
• * = Backside/Light side of CS and Paper
• CS = Cardstock
• BTP = Patterned Paper
• GP = Glitter Paper
• TC = Thin Cuts
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Cutting Guide:
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Layout 1 Assembly: 
NOTE: Trim off the outer ring of 1 of the GP Cobweb TC pieces. 

1. Using Periwinkle and Sundance ink, stamp small diamond stamp in the upper right and
lower left corners.

2. Attach the White CS to the Sundance CS and add to the base page.
3. Attach the Periwinkle BTP 2 ¼” up from the bottom of the White CS.
4. Attach all other CS and GP strips as shown, leaving a small gap.
5. Add the small piece of GP approx. ½” in from the left edge of the white CS at the top of

the page, overlapping the Dot’s BTP.
6. Use foam tape to add the “Group Shot” sticker over it.
7. Attach the White CS photo mat to the Sundance CS* photo mat and add to the page, ¾”

up from the bottom of the Periwinkle CS, and centered left to right.
8. Using black ink, stamp BOO-YAH onto the White CS strip and add it to the Glacier CS.
9. Cut off the outer web on 1 of the Cobweb this cuts. Use liquid adhesive on half of it and

add to the upper right corner of the photo mat.
10. Using the other Cobweb TC, do the same on the lower left corner of the photo mat.
11. Add the BOO-YAH sentiment as shown.
12. Add both journaling strips below this followed by the ¼ x 5” piece of GP.
13. Use foam tape to add all 3 stamped ghosts and the Candy Sticker.
14. Finish the page with 2 Cupcake and 1 Candy puffy shapes.
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Layout 2 
Page 1 Assembly: 

1. Attach the Icons BTP to the top of the page followed by the Sundance CS and GP.
2. Attach the Icons BTP approx. ¼” up from the bottom of the page followed by the Sundance CS.
3. Attach the 4x4 photo mat 2 ½” from the top of the page, and ¼” from the right edge.
4. Attach the 4x3 photo mat below, leaving a ¼” gap.
5. Attach the 6x4 photo mat 1 5/8” from the left edge and 3 ½” from the top of the page.
6. Cut the “Sweet Memories” sticker in half right below the word “Sweet”. Cut the “Halloween” off

the “Happy Halloween” sticker and save “Happy” for use on Layout #4.
7. Add all of these pieces to the 2x2 white CS for stability, using foam tape on the HALLOWEEN

words. Trim off any excess White CS you can see.
8. Add the Cobweb TC to the page as shown.
9. Use foam tape to add the “Sweet Halloween Memories” sticker and both stamped Ghosts.

Finish the page with 2 Stars and 1 Dot puffy sticker.

Page 2 Assembly: 
1. Attach the Icons BTP to the top of the page followed by the Sundance CS and GP.
2. Attach the Icons BTP approx. ¼” up from the bottom of the page followed by the Sundance CS

so that is aligned with those on page 1.
3. Attach the 4x6 photo mat 3 3/8” from the top of the page and ¼” from the left edge.
4. Add the Half-Circle sticker above the 4x6 photo, along with the “Love This” sticker.
5. Attach the 4x4 photo mat and Cobweb TC next to it, slightly overlapping the GP.
6. Add the Periwinkle Ghost sticker over the left corner as shown.
7. Use foam tape to add the “Trick or Treat” and Glacier Ghost stickers along with the stamped

Trick or Treat TC image.
8. Add the GP strip to the lower right corner of the page as shown.
9. Use foam tape to add the Candy Sticker. Finish the page with 2 Stars and 1 Dot puffy stickers.
10. Add journaling.
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Layout 3 
Page 1 Assembly: 

1. Attach the strip of Dots BTP to the right edge of the page followed by the Sapphire CS.
2. Attach the Lemonade CS over this approx. 1 ¾” down from the top of the page.
3. Attach the 6x7 Dots BTP piece to the left edge of the page, ¾” down from the top of the 

Lemonade CS.
4. Attach the Icons BTP approx. ¾” above the bottom edge of the 6x7 Dots BTP.
5. Attach the strip of Glacier CS below this.
6. Attach the 4 ¼” square photo mats to the 4 ½” square photo mats and attach to the page flush 

with the Icons BTP.
7. Attach 6 banner stickers, as shown to the upper left corner of the page. NOTE: Use your 

antistatic pouch to make the bottom half of the stickers not sticky to add dimension.
8. Use foam tape to add 1 stamped Bat as show. Add 3 Star puffy stickers as well.
9. Use foam tape to add the “Let’s Party” sticker to the left edge of the photo mat along with 1 

stamped Ghost.
10. Finish the page with the Grape and Glacier banner stickers tucked under the top edge of the 

right photo mat.
11. Add journaling

Page 2 Assembly: 
1. Attach the Dots BTP to the right edge of the page followed by the ¼” strip of Glacier CS, Border

sticker and strip of Sapphire CS.
2. Layer the 2 Glacier photo mats together and add to the page approx. 1 ¾” down from the top of

the page, and overlapping the ¼” strip of Glacier CS.
3. Attach the Icons BTP to the right edge of the page, approx. ¾” up from the bottom of the page

along with the Cobweb TC.
4. Stamp HAPPY HALLOWEEN onto the White CS. Attach this to the Glacier CS piece.
5. Use foam tape to add this over the Icons BTP piece, flush with the edge of the page.
6. Layer together 1 Periwinkle and 1 Lemonade banner stickers together and tuck under the right

edge, as shown.
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Layout 4 
Page 1 Assembly: 
NOTE: Trim off the outer ring of 1 of the White Cobweb TC pieces. 

1. Attach the Periwinkle Star BTP ¼” down from the top of the page and flush with the right edge
of the page, followed by the GP, Glacier CS strip and Pink Words BTP.

2. Attach the top and bottom square Photo mats flush with the top and bottom edge of the
Periwinkle star BTP, centered left to right.

3. Add the 3rd photo mat to the middle of these, evenly spaced.
4. Attach the 6x4 photo mat approx. 3” down from the top of the Pink Words BTP, slightly

overlapping the other square photo mats along with 1 trimmed down Cobweb TC
5. Tuck 2 banner CS pieces under the top left edge of the photo mat, as shown.
6. Use foam tape to add the “EERIE-SISTIBLE” sticker and small stamped Ghost TC.
7. Use foam tape to add the “Hello Cupcake” sticker to the lower right edge, as shown along with 1

Swirl Dot puffy sticker.
8. Add the 2 Banner CS pieces to the lower left edge of the Pink Words,  ¾” up from bottom edge.
9. Use foam tape to add the 2 stamped Ghosts TC’s as shown.
10. Finish the page with 2 Swirl Dots, 1 Dot and 1 Star Puffy sticker.
11. Add journaling.

Page 2 Assembly: 
1. Attach the Periwinkle Star BTP ¼” down from the top and flush with the left edge of the page

followed by the strip of GP and Glacier CS.
2. Add the 6x4 photo mat 2 ¼” down from the top of the page and ¼” in from the edge, along with

the GP Cobweb TC, as shown.
3. Add the half circle Grape sticker to the top left edge of the photo mat.
4. Use foam tape to add the “TOO CUTE” sticker. Add 1 Star puffy sticker as well.
5. Use foam tape to add the “SWEET” sticker approx. 1 ¼” up from the bottom of the 4x6 photo

mat and slightly overlapping it. Add 1 Star puffy sticker to the “S”
6. Add the last 2 Bannered CS pieces to the top right edge of the “SWEET” sticker.
7. Add the last 2 photo mats above and below the ‘”SWEET” sticker, as shown.
8. Use foam tape to add the “Happy” and “Sugar Addict” stickers + 1 stamped Ghost TC.
9. Finish the page with 2 Stars, 1 Swirl Dot, 1 Dot and 1 Cupcake puffy sticker.


